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The Comparative Method
Poststructural
New Perspectives

and

Structuralism?
for Migration
Studies

NANCY L. GREEN
to the old for com
referring my new world
new
a student and
to
the
I
became
for
elucidation.
parison,
a
force
of
circumstances."1
young Russian
by
philosopher
Mary Antin,
Jewish girl who arrived in Boston at the turn of the century and became
a successful writer, was acutely conscious
nature of
of the comparative
"I WAS

CONSTANTLY

and the old

the migration
The
the Other
in the
represents
experience.
immigrant
but the new land is the referential Other
for the newly
nation-state,
an implicit comparison
embodies
arrived. The migrant
between past and
one
between
world
two
and
between
and
another,
present,
languages,
two sets of cultural norms. The
some
observations
fall
immigrant's
where

between

the tourist's

hasty generalizations

and the social

scientist's

constructed
Yet

comparisons.
and social
for migrants

nature of
alike, the comparative
than
for
Historians,
implicit
explicit.
example,
the temporal comparison
research. This
implicit in most

is more

observation
usually

scientists

often

ignore
for explicit comparative
the possibilities
research projects
essay examines
studies.
and their impact on migration
as a way of
First, this study argues for the importance of comparison
going beyond national categories. Comparisons
necessarily
imply a more

in interpreting migration
of analysis
patterns. Yet while
the
the
of
I will also em
method,
insisting
importance
comparative
are
which
Two
the
in
constructed.
ways
comparisons
phasize
examples
the use of national
will be studied. The first involves
by
comparisons
level

general

on

at how French

looking

themselves

and American
of migration
historiographies
to each other. The second concerns national

have

group
and the different ways of comparing
comparisons,
immigrant groups to
the
illustrate the importance of recognizing
each other. These examples
of the "comparative
The
intellectual
essay
underpinnings
imperative."2
some
on the usefulness
of a
with
then concludes
considerations
compared

"poststructural
the structural
migration

structuralism."
constraints

and

Comparisons
individual

can help us understand both
the
cultural choices
framing

experience.
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Method

Historians,
by our nature or by the nature of our archival
have been more
to move
reticent than other social scientists

research,
from the

to the general. The minutiae
of archival research, the barriers
particular
of geographically
defined fields, the multitude
of
(most often nationally)
are perhaps some
and the reign of the monograph
languages necessary,
causes for this reticence.
of the material
Three

studies
factors may have inhibited more comparative migration
a
the focus on assimilation,
and
funda
studies,
community
rather than similarity. To study assimilation
search for difference

in particular:
mental

that of immi
is in fact to study a hidden comparison,
to
the
nation-state.
while
studies,
grant groups
Community
questioning
an assimilationist
have importantly
told the immigrants'
model,
story
a necessary
to the homog
"from below" and have provided
corrective
or acculturation

enizing

tendency

Nevertheless,
they too have perhaps
of
types
questions. Ultimately,
comparative
as they have been, community
studies (by

of the nation-state.3
certain

inherently prevented
as necessary
and important

which most of us began work in the field) implicitly if not explicitly
the specific over the general by both
emphasize
(monograph).
group) and the level of analysis
stated:

the subject (an immigrant
As Rudolph Vecoli
has

[s]ingle group studies have the merit of permitting the analysis of the
migrant experience in depth, but they are open to the criticism that they
transcend ethnic
neglect the common aspects of that experience which
differences.4

customs
the importance
and skills im
of the values,
underlining
over
we
structure.
have
culture
the
emphasized
immigrants,
ported by
structure
must
all
notions
of
be
elimi
But in this poststructural
world,
By

nated?
if sporadic calls to use the compara
specific
and American
in French, English,
historiography
have argued
since the turn of the century. These appeals to comparison
to make history more of a social science,
for its use on several grounds:
There

have been

tive method

several

in general

to seek causes and origins of historical
nationalism,
phe
or similarity of historical processes.
nomena, and to clarify the specificity
In 1903, Fran?ois Simiand
issued one of the first calls for a compara
tive method
in order to render the historical method more "scientific."
to rise above

In his desire

to combat

the orthodox,

so-called

objectivist

historians
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to reproduce a simple representation
century who claimed
the past, Simiand
that
allow that classification
argued
comparisons
which
is the stuff of which
is made. As Henri See later
social science
to move history
it, more "scientific" methods were necessary
explained
the nineteenth

of

to an explanatory
one. William
con
from a descriptive
Sewell
practice
tinued this line of argument
in 1967: "The comparative
method
is an
is
logic to inquiries where a true experiment
adaptation of experimental
impossible."5
In addition

to rendering

the historical

more

"scientific,"
for comparison
stressed
its importance
in order to avoid the
inherent in nation-based
historical
Both World
practices.
reinforced
this
line
of
At
the
first Interna
concretely
reasoning.
profession

early calls
nationalism
Wars

tional Historical

Conference
after World War
I, in 1923, Henri Pirenne
an impassioned
scientific method. This was
plea for a comparative,
he argued, in order to rid historians,
and hopefully
the world
necessary,
gave

of

the pitfalls of national prejudice
inherited from nineteenth
War
romanticism.
World
Barraclouch
II, Geoffrey
century
Following
issued a similar call for comparison.
After
the dust had settled
in the
system,

he wrote, historians had been able to measure
the lacunae in
battlefields,
a
their nation-bound
He
for
less
ethnocen
knowledge.
pleaded fervently
tric history in which comparisons,
other
would
among
methods,
play an
the journal Comparative
in Society
Studies
and
important role. When
in 1958, a telling phrase by Lord Acton
served as
History was founded
for the new approach: "The process of Civili
epigraph and justification
zation depends on transcending Nationality."6
as Marc Bloch
there are two other purposes for comparison,
However,
in his oft-cited
article of 1928. Less defensive
and more pro
argues
Bloch points out that
regard to the use of comparison,
can
us
causes
the
understand
and
help
comparisons
origins of specific
he
his
somewhat
to
his
the Ger
case,
found,
phenomena.
(In
surprise,
more
manic origins of certain French feudal practices). And,
importantly
for our purposes,
he argues that comparisons
permit an analysis of what
grammatic

with

in all phenomena.7
is specific and what is general
This
last issue can be of particular
interest to migration
historians.
is general
in the migration
What
is specific and what
In
phenomenon?
what ways
the United

have

Jews and Italians had similar

or different

experiences

in

States? How does the experience
of Poles
in Pennsylvania
in the north of France? This essay argues
that of Poles
compare with
that which
that we cannot understand
is individual and specific without

understanding

that which

is structural

and vice-versa.

As

one sociologist
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of uni
processes
put it, "the comparative
approach yields contradictory
a
fication and diversification."8
method
Through
comparative
(or, as we
can
we
will see, comparative
inher
universalism
the
explore
methods),
ent in certain

while
processes
and realities.

understanding

the diversity

of both

their

representations
Yet to compare
we

also need

two cases are better than one,
is not enough. While
are constructed. As Simiand
to be aware of how comparisons

"In any science,
is not al
there is no statement which
some
there is no observation which does not presuppose
ready a choice,
is also no comparison which
is completely
neutral. By the
idea."9 There
the method
the variables
of
level of generalization
chosen,
chosen,

himself

wrote,

or difference
used,
agreement
The way in which
the question

on diversity
or unity.
is asked implies part of the response.
Take "French Jews" for example. The simple category or subject may
seem neutral, but much depends on the comparison.
French Jews may
the accent

is placed

in comparison
with: French Catholics
implicitly or explicitly
or
or
or Protestants;
Jews. In
in
with
American
Italians
Poles
France;
each case, the comparative
perspective
implies a different query, regard

be studied

or nationality.
The subject is almost but a pretext
ing religion, ethnicity,
the
for very different questions:
the place of religion in the nation-state;
on
the
the
of
for
of
acculturation;
ethnicity
impact
Diaspora
importance
are
two
to
the Jews. In the first
Jews
their
cases, French
compared
in France;
is essentially
their "Frenchness"
compatriots
being scruti
nized. However,
in the third case, the Diasporic
perspective
highlights
the French
the differences
Jews around
the world;
Jews'
among
a given.
Frenchness
becomes
that of subject,
comparative
project thus implies a triple choice:
level of analysis. While
the choice
that of unit, and that of the pertinent
the unit and level rarely are. Yet the level
of subject is often explained,
and
is both subjective
and crucial. As Adam
Przeworski
of analysis
The

Henry Teune have written,
or
of 'being comparable'
upon the level of generality

"Social

phenomena

do not have

a property

'not comparable.'
of the language

'Comparability'
depends
to express
that is applied
the "significant
distance"
For L?vi-Strauss,
observations."10
("l'?cart
of the type of
in
between
units
is
constructed
"function
significatif)
is thus constructed
The logic of the comparison
research envisaged."11
the level of analysis chosen. Levels of comparability
depend upon
of the observer.12
the perspective
tied to the level of analysis.
the choice of unit is closely
Furthermore,
unit of compari
the most common
Since the advent of the nation-state,

with
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son has been that of a country. Although
Marc Bloch,
the medievalist,
more
for
and
William
Sewell,
argued
imaginative
regional comparisons,
in his important gloss on Bloch,
that units do not even have to
suggested
unit of
has remained
the nation-state
the most visible
be geographic,
for
the
last
comparison
century.13
to the macro
have also been the
From the micro
level, nation-states
blocks
building
and economists
on immigration
most

of migration
studies. Political
scientists,
sociologists
national
than
have
policies
historians)
compared
(more
and integration.
Immigrant groups have also, for the
or
defined by their national origin, be they Lithuanian

part, been
Galician
Jews, Venetians
twenty years have helped

or Neopolitans.
studies of the last
Community
terms
consecrate
and identities of "Jews,"
the
etc. Their epistemological
however,
presuppositions,

"Italians," "Poles,"
rendered
have perhaps
group's specificity.
Yet comparisons
single case studies.

comparison

more

difficult

by

stressing

each

based on
help us test our conclusions
us
the
sometimes
the
of
bounds
take
They
beyond
the part of the
community
study; they can help us evaluate
tautological
of migra
in the causal phenomena
the group, and structure
individual,
can help us understand
is specific and
that which
tion; and comparisons
can better

is general in the migration
experience.
two types of comparisons
for migration
In the rest of this essay,
frame
the nation-state
each of which go beyond
studies are suggested,
that which

two national
this study will compare
more
in which
the
and
of immigration
ways
particularly
historiographies
the French and
have been used by them. By comparing
comparisons
some
we
can
use
understand
of
each
American
other,
historiographies'
work

in a different

way.

First,

are constructed.
in which
of the ways
the problems
comparisons
how
different
will
show
the
essay
immigrants within
comparing
Secondly,
that
a middle-level
can provide
of groups
the nation-state
comparison
of

im
By comparing
comparisons.
for
example,
groups to each other in their cities of settlement,
migrant
studies
we can "deconstruct"
for migration
the notion of the nation-state
of analy
and focus on a more pertinent,
intermediary?"mezzo"?level
may

be more

fruitful

than nation-state

sis.14

to a
It takes the perspective
is salutary.
In each case, comparison
is sup
and provides what social science
more general
level of analysis
of
for the understanding
of analysis
posed to provide: wider categories
as will also become
the
of
choice
the
human society. However,
clear,
studies can in
Migration
implies certain presuppositions.
comparison
and limits of the comparative method.
turn illustrate the possibilities
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Story

States

to transcend

its meaning

via com

with
nation-states
regard to migration
patterns
comparing
we can (and political
and sociologists
scientists
have) con
struct larger generalizations
But at the same
about migration
processes.15
structure such
two
time we must
elements
that
necessarily
recognize

parison. By
and policies,

The first may be tautological.
Nation-state
comparisons.
comparisons
lies in the
often only tell us what we already know: that the difference
we
can ask
between
the nation-states
difference
themselves.
Second,
how
merits

itself to another. Thus, while arguing for the
compares
some of the limits of
Iwould also like to examine
of comparison,

each nation

that comparison,
attitudes
toward
French and American
by comparing
on the migration
each others' historiography
question.
The answer lies not only in my
Why a Franco-American
comparison?
own intellectual
itinerary (an American
currently
living in Paris and
nor in intellectual
in a French university)
fashions
teaching
at least, comparisons
with the United States about everything
are legion) but in a historical
to missiles
fact. Both countries
countries

major
dealt with

(in France,
from jeans
have been

over

of

the last century. That they have
that
in very different ways
and
memory

immigration
that fact, that history,
is at the crux of the comparative
problem.
If we look at an overview
of French and American

his
immigration
we
can
in
the
and
twentieth
situate
that
nineteenth
centuries,
tory
history
a global history of industrialization.
Both countries were major
within
for labor recruitment
countries
that relied on immigrants
immigration
and population
increase. Yet at the same time, both countries had to deal
between
rhetoric that distinguished
contradictory
a
to
led
of
and
which
notion
immigrants
triage.

with

"good"

and "bad"

in the immigration
histories of France
The major historical differences
and the United States are two: (1) timing, and (2) the immigrant groups
who came to their "shores." While
the United States cut off immigration
of
criteria as a logical outcome
in the early 1920s, using nationality
an open-door
policy
triage, France maintained
even led to expulsions.16
when growing xenophobia
can look at this history comparatively
(and much more

sentiment
growing
until the Depression,
Yet while
work

needs

are perhaps
been major

we

for

to be done
even more
countries

in this respect),
interesting. Why

of immigration,

the historiographie
differences
is it that if both countries have

they have

represented

their immi
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cut
the United
States, which
gration history so differently?
Ironically,
a
off immigration
earlier, has maintained
strong open door image, while
into the inter-war period, has subsequently
France, more generous
largely
ignored that portion of its history.
in
is perceived
in which
the way
Furthermore,
history
immigration
both countries has had an implicit if not explicit comparative
component
to each other,
to it. In comparing
how they have compared
themselves
two facts stand out. American
has ignored French migra
historiography
has often referred to the Ameri
tion history while French historiography
can model
its own immigration
in order to understand
history.
is not the province
of
towards comparison
The American
reticence
na
the isolationist
studies alone. One historian characterized
migration
as
"Monroe
ture in the writing
the
Doctrine
of
of American
history
more
all
the
have
been
American
rejected
Comparisons
historiography."17
to underline

character

the exceptional

of the American

Indeed,
destiny.
if not found the
has been used to reinforce
the history of immigration
notion of American
concept). Only
(itself a comparative
exceptionalism
have
examined.18
other
models?Canadian,
Argentine?been
occasionally
has served to
of immigration
But by and large the history and memory
rein
define and construct American
identity. The refusal of comparison
its specificity.
In France, on the other

forces

of immigrants
the "discovery"
(via the
has
to
taken
in
the
the
fore
place
coming
1970s)
"immigrant problem"
model.19 One of the
within an at times explicit reference to the American
first articles
Italians
villian
cultural

in this regard was
and the United

in France

pluralism
French

by Dominique
States.20 Her

versus

pot occurred

French

on the subject have
writings
to shifts in the more general

corresponding
first period emphasized
and second
immigrant

comparing
Schnapper,
title sets up the Tocque
or American
culturels"

et f?d?ralisme
cultural jacobinism.
in France.

"Centralisme

dichotomy:

true melting
Yet

hand,

the multiethnic

In other words,

the

through two periods,
of immigration. A
politics

gone

nature

of French

society. Pro
and historians

groups,
sociologists
generation
of
The American
the "droit ? la diff?rence."
example
firmly defended
interaction
for minority
cultural pluralism was often cited as a model
there has been a retrench
with the nation-state. More
recently, however,
this has
ment with regard to the "right to be different"
argument. And
in a new, and men
of American
cultural pluralism
led to a r??valuation
acing, light.21
French historians

in the

last ten years

have

sought

to reclaim
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to France. G?rard Noiriel made a deserved
history of immigration
splash
with his Le Creuset fran?ais,
followed
closely by Yves Lequin et al. Le
These works
the
France.22
Mosa?que
sought not only to re-equilibrate
if not explicitly
the
combat
of France
but to implicitly
history
of the far right with an appeal to a revised memory
about
on
for
Noiriel
and
others
However,
working
especially
the implicit and often explicit
reference
historiographie

exclusionism
immigration.

immigration,
was that of American
But which

history.
model?

American

to the fileo-pietistic

histories

From
of

the Chicago

immigrant

groups

School

of the 1920s

to Oscar

Handlin's

The Uprooted (1951) and JohnHigham's Strangers in theLand (1955) to
the new

social

evolved.

As we

the immigration
story itself has
history of the 1970s,
in the 1950s and the
know, after the years of consensus
in the 1960s, ethnic studies took off in the 1970s.23
years of contestation
and
At the same time the research was reoriented. From the difficulties
of the immigrant experience
studied by Handlin and Higham,
xenophobia
new
own agency,
a
the immigrants'
evolved
espe
emphasis
stressing
structures.
their
Pessimism
via
and
way
gave
community
cially
kinship
to (sometimes
unbridled) optimism.
is the choice
What
is interesting

of the socio-historical
im
products
re
French
and
The
historians
American
model
sociologists.
ported by
the new social history, but with a
ferred to in France has been, logically,
twist. Having
become
interested
in American
immigration
history dur
as
our
own
took
"roots
academics
this
French
model
revival," many
ing
a symbol
and
Thus
of all American
memory.
history
immigration
have been absent
and assimilation
periods of anglo-conformity
in the French representation
of American
history.
immigration
coincided with a grow
model
this use of an American
Furthermore,
The Chicago
French
of
interest
in
the
School
sociology.
ing
Chicago

American

School

has become

historians
as

the obligatory
reference for French
Americans'
surprise).24 Louis Wirth

(to most
the French

Capone
direct line of continuity
with regard to American

of the Windy
City,
symbol
the 1920s to the 1970s has been

academic's
from

and
sociologists
has replaced Al
and a
drawn

The
and memory
of migration.
historiography
or
were
the
when
of
consensus,
invisible,
years of
years
immigrants
was
model
far
from
of the American
when
the portrayal
pessimism,
historians
rosy, have been ignored along with the fact that immigration
in the United States have been far from sanguine about the state of their
history as a whole.25 Yet by taking American
specialty within American
as
there has been
little understanding,
for granted,
cultural pluralism
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Zunz has pointed out, of how Horace Kallen's
of
formulation
the term in the interwar period only became popular when
it was redis
covered
in the 1970s.26
a second period, however,
as calls for multiculturalism
have
During
in France (in part due to specific political
factors such as the
over a reform in the nationality
the
view of Ameri
French
law),
as well.
has changed
cultural pluralism
French use of the term

receded
debate
can

pot illustrates this shift.
the notion of the melting
pot has had a complex
Admittedly,
history
a
has stressed,
in the United States itself. As Philip Gleason
it contained
I
theoretical
the
that
from
would
there
suggest
ambiguity
beginning.27

melting

at least five different

to the term. (1) In its most
meanings
basic, popular usage, the term is often simply used as a substitute for the
to the United States: a definition
of a country of
history of immigration
rather than
This, curiously
immigration.
enough,
diversity
emphasizes
root of the term actually
that the etymological
the homogeneity
implies.
have

been

a process of
the term symbolizes
(2) Second,
are both positive
assessments
and negative
the transformation
initial, Zangwillian
vision,
cans is seen as positive, both for the country
But

the Kallenian

the value

of melting

But there
homogenization.
of that process.
(3) In the
into Ameri
of immigrants
and for the immigrants.
(4)
the 1970s) challenges

since

critique
(re-emphasized
on behalf of the immigrants;28
Ford

servative

to Henry

(5) the con
Pot
The Melting

whereas

Fairchild's

critique (from Henry
pot's virtue for the country.
disputes the melting
Mistake29)
are imported
But again what
is interesting
is to see which
references
to France in the search for a new (comparative)
history of immigration.
At first, the most popular meaning
of the term?that
of a country of
used. G?rard Noiriel
told me when his book was pub
immigrants?was
to
lished that he had chosen
the title "creuset" as an obvious
reference
the American
said

Lequin

notion

of melting
that he also would

the Anglicism).
pot (but avoiding
have liked to use the term, but

Yves
it was

taken.

already
such a frequent
in
The "melting pot" has in fact become
reference
a
that it has lost its quotation marks
added
"le
French
hyphen,
(but
as variable
Yet the use of the term has ultimately
become
melting-pot").
in French

as its multiple

in English. During
the (short) period
meanings
it became
the simple symbol of
interest in multiculturalism,
of French
an immigrant society or a shorthand for cultural pluralism.30
reference has been redefined again. As
However,
lately, the American
has given way to strong integrationist
the "right to be different"
senti
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the part of immigrants
and their defenders),
the American
as
a
has
been
described
of
and
communities"
pot
melting
"juxtaposition
are "cultural ghettos" barricaded
ethnic groups which
each
other
against
in a "soft form of apartheid."31 The terms ethnicity and community
have
(on

are for
like lobbies, which
similarly come under attack as reifications,
to
the
French
nation's
of
notion
individual
American
im
eign
rights.32
a
to
has
thus
been
first
used
France
that
is
prove
migration
history
and then to represent a frightening
country of immigration,
image of
in battle with each other. In its ultimate formulation,
tribal ghettos
how
as the
the etymological
of melting
has been reclaimed
meaning
French
model
of
truly
immigration.33
of concepts merits a study of its own.34 Concepts
The migration
and
are
one
words
and rejected from
imported, criticized,
country to another
on the period. Popular terms and academic
can be
references
depending
ever,

introduced to one country totally out of synchronization
with their use in
their country of origin. Iwould
two
for the transfer
suggest
explanations
across national
of ideas. First,
the travelling
boundaries
of terms is
a
use of the complex
selective
and changing
by
usually accompanied
definitions

imbedded

ing that occurs

in the original concepts.
the partial read
Second,
a function
of the needs of the country of

is clearly

arrival.

To

compare

itself

to the American

case

has had several

functions

in

tradition
First, it served to insist on a (similar)
historiography.
and history of immigration
in France. Second,
the comparison
became a
on to narrow their historio
reproach in order to spur French historians

French

in this field. But there has more
lag with Americans
graphie
recently
been a significant
from the American
in order to em
model
distancing
French immigration model. That the latter is
phasize a more specifically
as the true melting
celebrated
sense, is but a final
pot, in the assimilatory
ironic twist in the study of comparative
historiographies.
across the Atlantic
not simply
thus becomes
Looking
suring
tional

one

country's
itself.
identity

American

model

has

a way

of mea

na
history against another, but of constructing
In France,
this dialogue
with
the
(monologue)
a context of return to analyses
taken place within

of the nation

itself.35 For the United States, the discovery
im
of French
a
to
lead
could
re-evaluation
American
If
of
migration
exceptionalism.
a
is
to
considered
be
fundamental
factor
immigration
differentiating
from other countries,
elsewhere?

Specificity

what
must

the same phenomenon
happens when
be reexamined.36

is found
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National

Group

Comparisons

level of comparison.
Perhaps more satisfying may be a more "mezzo"
can
mean
For migration
the
of nationality groups
studies, this
comparison
one country. Since
within
the rise of the nation-state,
have
immigrants
and cultural attributes have
invariably been defined by their nationality,
can take
been implied accordingly.
method
too, the comparative
Here,
us beyond culturally
embedded
Indeed, the comparative
explanations.
versus
method
asks
structure
the
culture. What
has
of
frontally
question
eco
been more
in
the
social,
important
patterns:
shaping
immigration
factors in which
the migration
decision
is made, or
nomic, and political
the individual, cultural traditions
inherent in the decision?
Three basic
are
of
I
which
call linear,
inter/national
types
comparisons
possible,
and
But
each
convergent.
divergent,
comparative
project implies differ
on the culture/structure
ent perspectives
issue that also need to be exam
ined.
Linear

Model

an immigrant from Vilna
to
to New York or from Venice
is to compare past to present, a before
Paris, from one point to another,
to an after, and ultimately
the experience
in the country of arrival with
that in the country of departure. The Neopolitan
in Chicago
is thus the
To

follow

through which
This
linear
compared.
subject

life

in Italy and life in the United
States are
of comparison
is in fact often used but
or change have
the debates over continuity

form

explicit. Yet
been of this sort of comparison.
fundamentally
in a rare example
John Briggs,
of an explicit analysis
terms
has criticized
the general
the linear comparison,
rarely made

to compare fertility
he insists that
generally,
used

in Italy with

fertility

in the United

I call
of what
that are often
States. More

researchers must choose a baseline from which to judge change, and they
must locate evidence from different times, places, and groups that is
similar

in level

and

from Italian norms
from

sources

before

intensity

of

observation..

requires a comparison
and

. .The

question

of

change

of similar forms of evidence

after migration.37

comment
is interesting
in Briggs'
is not only his general stress on
the importance of a nuanced understanding
of the culture of origin, but
It must be
that even a linear comparison
is not neutral.
the suggestion
or
to
in order
evaluate properly continuity
change.
carefully constructed

What
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Model

Convergent

is perhaps
that mode
that has
of comparison
convergent model
most
undertaken
in
American
studies
frequently
migration
(al
in
though still absent in France). To compare Jews, Italians, and Poles
The

been

or the Irish and Italians in Boston generally means
Chicago,
comparing
relative success or failure, or, inmore discreet social science terminology,
"social mobility."
the com
By taking a place, the city, as the constant,
parison implies from the outset that difference will be found at the level
themselves.
the
of the immigrant groups
Cultural
thus explain
origins
to the city. Blacks
Jews
of adaptation
and immigrants,38
varying modes
often compared.
and Italians39 have been the groups most
But at the
same time, some more global convergent
studies have compared multiple
one
area:
on
Zunz
John Bodnar on Pitts
within
Olivier
Detroit,
groups
on
New York.40 These works
have helped make
burgh, Ronald Bayor
the convergent
and economic
cess

model

more

opportunity

factors such as timing
complex,
including
at the time of arrival to explain varying "suc

stories."

However,

if most

studies

convergent

draw on national

the same

of differentiation,
explanation
can yield different
level of analysis,
in New
Italian and Jewish women

type of study,
results. Elizabeth

origins as the
a
more
at
general
Ewen's
study of

for example, which
is not
York,
as
an
two
in
fact
compares
groups
study,
presented
explicitly comparative
as immigrant women
rather than as Italians or Jews.41 The pertinent cat
or "family"
for Ewen are "immigrant,"
"women,"
egories of analysis
rather than Italians or Jews. The

evidence

and the way
it is presented?the
in which
close use of Jewish and Italian examples

she presents from both groups,
structure of her chapters,
the
to another
from one paragraph

one paragraph?emphasize
above all the similarities
in the
on
Lower
East
this
level
the
Side.
At
of
women's
experience
immigrant
are
two
the
the
differences
between
almost
invisible.
groups
analysis,

and within

thus
The comparative
project as well as the level of analysis chosen
to a great extent structure the conclusions.
There
is no right or wrong
a comparison,
to be aware of the
to construct
but it is necessary
way
at the inception
certain choices
reflect options concern
in which
ways
or
the
In one
similarities
the
of
singularities
immigrant experience.
ing
case

difference

hide uniqueness

may exclude
from sight.

resemblance.

In another,

semblance
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Divergent Model
origins as their starting
call divergent
locate the explanation
of
studies
point,
at the point of arrival, not at the point of departure. Following
difference
or
Jews throughout
Poles
the modern
Polonia,
throughout
Diaspora,
the questions
Italians across the continents
is another way of examining
If most

studies

convergent
I would
what

of

tradition

take differentiated

studies are,
Divergent
for the Jews, it is be
a differentiation
that works

and culture, continuity
and change.
rare.42 Perhaps, as has been suggested

however,
cause the premise of such comparison
implies
against the notion of unity of the group.43 The
across

study of single
in order
interesting

is however

national
to evalu

groups
space
particularly
or social-economic
ate the relative importance of cultural baggage
fac
tors with regard to emigration
and adaptation.
illustrate
Two articles, admittedly by non-historians
(anthropologists),
can
nuance
a
well
how
divergent
approach
comparative
particularly
or convergent
in explaining
immigrant
comparisons
the relative "success"
in trying to understand
Foner,

linear
Nancy
Indians

behavior.
of West

based on the func
York, has questioned
explanations
a
the
If
cultural
of
ethnic
network.44
explanation were sufficient,
tioning
in other settings. However,
should be found
West
the same success
as
as
are
not nearly
successful
those who have emi
Indians in London
in New

factors must
therefore be ad
grated to New York. Other explanatory
the immigrant cohort in each city, the nature of the neighbor
dressed:
clientele
inNew York).
hoods inwhich
they settle (the African-American
What

is of

interest here

is how

different

lead
comparative
perspectives
Indians in New York (and im

Studying West
to African Americans)
them
yields one result; com
plicitly comparing
to
West
leads to
New
Indians
in London
West
in
York
Indians
paring
another explanation.
Caroline Brettell has used a comparative
approach to revise her initial
to different

conclusions.

on Portuguese

in Toronto.45 After subsequently
study
immigrants
that (linear) studies
in
Paris, she concluded
immigrants
ing Portuguese
are very often tautological:
"One chooses
based on a single community

work

a community
become
The assumptions
to find or prove
'community.'
no
"little
Por
found
Brettell
In Paris, unlike Toronto,
the conclusion."46
leading her to question
voluntary associations,
tugal" and few Portuguese
about the immigrants' behavior. The explanatory
her previous conclusions
factor now became
ticularly

the fact

the difference
that France's

between
proximity

France

and Canada

to Portugal

sustains

and par
an active
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vision

of return.

ethnic bonds

(I would
that Brettell

in France
of Portuguese
other immigrant groups
different

add that the "French model"

/ Summer

of more

1994

diffuse

thus posits may be pertinent for the comparison
hold for
and Canada, but it does not necessarily
in France.) Thus Brettell's
article shows how

can

comparisons

Ethnic History

create

a chain
but

each
of questions,
our
knowl
deepening

reaction

therefore

conclusions,
relativizing
previous
of the migration
process.
edge of the complexities
on
Different
studies thus provide different perspectives
comparative
are more
and an
In asking who
alike, an Italo-American
migration.
or an Italo-American

Italo-Frenchman
already
constant

varies

of the way
of origin

in function

Jew, the answer
the question
is posed. The
or country of settlement?in
many
and an American

in which

implied?country
structures the comparative
project from the outset.
and convergent
histories can lead to different
Divergent

ways

and
questions
One
in
which
this
way
immigrant
can be done is by choosing
neither a group (or two) nor a place, but a
on an economic
sector as the "constant,"
for
cross-study.
By focusing
context and then seek
the socioeconomic
example, we can circumscribe
to understanding
the variables
ways of more closely defining
pertinent
conclusions

different

itineraries.

about

obvi
industry is a particularly
immigrant work and lives. The garment
ous example.47 Jews, Italians, and Chinese,
have
among others,
converged
on the sewing machines
in New York, while Polish Jews, Armenians,
have moved
into the
Jews, Turks, and other immigrants
over
Do
the
last
their
skills
in
Paris
century.
garment
they bring
histories
with
them in a linear trajectory? How do their (convergent)
in Paris and
if we compare Polish
Jews (or Chinese)
compare? And
North African

district

New

York, what
tation?

do their divergent

stories

tell us about

immigrant

adap

of the relationship
of the
raises the question
essentially
Immigration
a
not
have
to
Antin
and
As
the
result,
Mary
only
general.
particular
but
others become
by force of circumstance,
immigrants
comparativists
the nation-state
as groups have raised the question
of difference within
can help us understand both
and with regard to each other. Comparisons
the structural

individual
surrounding
experience
to that global experience.
of responses

constraints

stand the specificity
Towards
We

have

nation-state

thus

seen

a Post-Structural
how

historiographies

and under

Structuralism?

have been used (or not) in
comparisons
and how comparisons
may be used to go
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the study of single

beyond

groups. The comparison
nationality
based on single case studies while

generalizations
tioning the conceptualizations
terms. In both cases comparison

question

fication

of exceptionalism

can offer

a way

or French)

(American

and nationality
the glori

the nation-state

behind

either

around

or a structuralism
take us to a higher

If comparisons
generally
"immigration."
of generality
(yes, apples and oranges can be compared),
the structure and differentiated
essarily show variety within
reifies

us

makes

also ques

that
level

they also nec
to

responses

it.

From

heroic

to downtrodden

adventurers

over

the image of mi
pawns,
In the last two
the past half century.
and micro-historical
have
in
approaches

grants changed
radically
studies
decades,
community
turn rightfully
restored
the voices

of

the

themselves
and
immigrants
stones of the field. However,
have been the crucial foundation
perhaps
the community
has
its
reached
bound
national
bound
limit,
paradigm
by
a structural approach
to re-integrate
aries. Is it possible
that looks at
individual

cultural choices,
and structural constraint? By ex
and group choices within
historical
comparative,
can perhaps move
toward a "post-structural
structural

decisions,
individual

amining
frameworks, we
ism." For migration

and reinterpreting
the
studies, this means examining
the
in
of
individual
choice
process
migration
surrounding
light
and vice versa. In this respect, comparisons
bring us back to the question
structures

and difference.
or micro
of generality
But while
the macroregulating
the one
understand
scope to stress one or the other, we cannot
truly
and specificity,
structures and their variants
without
the other. Similarity
can only be understood
in relation to one another.
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